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"Alba" is a name found in many countries of
the Roman Empire. Now it is the name of

many Spanish towns of the provinces
Alpujarras and AlmerÃa (Araba), in the north
of the Andalusia. The name first appeared in
Roman geographical texts where it was used

as a name of regions such as: Spain, Alba
(Italy) and Africa. It is also used in the

Spanish language by to describe one of the
four Spanish provinces that form the

autonomous community of Aragon and
Catalonia (the Spanish province of Àlbar,
and Araba in Granada), and by Galician or
Basque people to talk about the Spanish

province of Àlbar. History In the texts of the
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Roman Empire, the name of province,
province was used to mean the land that
was called provinces, under the Roman

administration and its capital: Alba, Aosta
and Africa. It appeared as such in the

"Geographia" of the geographer Pomponius
Mela, a Latin text that would be used in the

17th century to describe the Roman
provinces Alba, Aosta and Africa. The place
name is also present in classical texts in the
name of the cities of Alba and Aosta and the
names of the Roman colonies of Africa and
Tarraco (Tarragona). In Spanish, under the
Government of Joan the II, the name of the
province Alba appeared in the geographical
literature of the Catalan copybooks of the
"Topographicus" and "Carmen", as well as
for the municipality of Alba de Tormes. In

the 15th century, the place name Alba
appeared in Spanish geographical texts as a
region of the provincia of Àlbar, where it was

part of the kingdom of Galicia and among
these places there were Araba, "Araba",

written "Alba", the district of Alba de Tormes
(Tarragona) where it was known as "Alba"

and "Alba" located in the La Rioja province.
The name is still used in its old meaning of
the regions and places of the province of

Àlbar, and Araba, which also is the name of
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the village of Araba in AlmerÃa and it
became known as Alba after the accession
to the throne of the Catholic Monarchs. The

original
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